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Density functional theory has been employed to study graphene on silicon (Si) substrates of
(111), (100) and (110) surface planes. There are several interesting findings. First, carbon atoms
in graphene form covalent bonds with Si atoms, when placed close enough on Si (111) and (100)
surfaces, whereas on (110) surface, the graphene plane remains unperturbed and recovers to the
van der Waals distance to the Si surface. We then focus on two specific properties of graphene,
work function and carrier density, which are key to a wide range of promising applications, such as
graphene-Si solar cell and photodetector. The presence of a Si (111) surface shifts the Fermi level of
graphene into its conduction band, resulting in an increase of the work function by 0.29 eV and of
electron density by three orders of magnitude. The carrier density of graphene can also be increased
by fifty times on Si (100), merely due to the modification of the density of states at the edge of bands
without doping. These findings are related to the flexibility of the Si surface network, determined
by the surface density of Si atoms. We should point out that this paper addresses possible impacts
that various surface planes of a substrate can have on graphene and the physics behind. Applying
the results to a real device of a specific plane requires further including surface reconstruction in
bigger unit cells and environmental effects.
I. INTRODUCTION
The extraordinary properties of graphene reported in
literature are almost always on a substrate.[1] Substrates
can be crystals, such as silicon (Si) and sapphire, and
they can have different surface planes. An effect of sub-
strate surfaces is expected on the properties of graphene
(the interface to a material of one atom thick is reason-
ably vital). An investigation on the geometry at the in-
terface of graphene and substrates, and a quantification
on the consequential modification of the graphene prop-
erties are required, to provide us with a thorough under-
standing on the interface and solutions to achieve target
properties for certain graphene-based devices.
In this paper, we study monolayer graphene on three
difference Si surface planes, (111), (100) and (110).
We choose Si as a representative semiconductor crys-
tal substrate. Moreover, graphene-Si solar cells[2, 3]
and photodetectors[4] are among those promising next-
generation graphene-based devices.
The geometry comes first in this study on interface. It
includes the spacing between graphene and Si surface, as
well as whether carbon (C) and Si atoms form covalent
bonds, both of which determine the adhesion between
graphene and a Si substrate. The adhesion is critical to
applications — for example, graphene stably adhered to
a substrate is necessary for many devices and to realise
graphene-based stretchable electronics certainly requires
a complete understanding on this adhesion.[5, 6] Methods
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have been developed to tune it exogenously, such as in-
tercalating nanoparticles between graphene and Si (100)
surface.[7] How much different surface planes affect the
adhesion is however unknown. Carbon can certainly form
covalent bonds with Si but in this paper we get answers
to more specific questions whether, and if so how eas-
ily graphene forms SiC bonds when transferred onto a Si
surface.
The interface affects many properties of graphene. We
focus on two key properties for electronic and photoelec-
tric devices, namely the work function and the carrier
density.[8, 9]
Theoretical calculations reported the work function of
freestanding graphene in vacuum to be around 4.5 eV.[10]
Experimentally the work function of graphene is mea-
sured commonly on SiO2 and the values vary from 4.6
to 5.2 eV.[11–14] The differences were attributed to the
hydroxyl groups at the SiO2 surface, presumably from
atmospheric water vapour.[15, 16] These values further
vary with different metal electrode contacts[12] and are
insensitive to the number of graphene layers.[17] It is
common to dope the graphene to tune its work function
for specific applications,[18, 19] such as increasing the
power conversion efficiency of a graphene-Si solar cell.[3]
In this paper, we investigate another effect on the work
function of graphene — we quantify the increase of the
work function of graphene, by the presence of Si sub-
strates of various surface planes.
The carrier density of pristine undoped graphene is
low as the density of states (DOS) near the Fermi level
(at the Dirac point) is low.[1] The value is about 1012
cm−2 (about 1019 cm−3 considering graphene to be 3.4
A˚ thick[20]) at 300 K,[21] compared to 9.65× 109 cm−3
for Si,[22] 2.33× 1013 cm−3 for germanium[23] (semicon-
2ductors), and 8.49× 1022 cm−3 for copper (metal) from
the simple Drude model. These are all theoretical values
and are generally consistent with experimental measure-
ments. For example, exfoliated monolayer graphene on
a SiO2 substrate has a slightly higher carrier density of
about 1013 cm−2,[24] and the experimental value of Si is
1.0 × 1010 cm−3.[22] Relevant to the case of work func-
tion, doping graphene and shifting its Fermi level into the
valence or conduction band significantly increase the car-
rier density of graphene. Introducing metal nanoparticles
is considered as a reliable and stable way of doping.[25]
Notably, even if graphene is undoped, a Si substrate can
modify the DOS near the Dirac point of graphene and
largely increase its carrier density, which will be demon-
strated later. An increase by two orders of magnitude
can make the carrier density of graphene match those of
metals.
For specific applications, this paper tells if surface
planes of a substrate make impacts. For example, if one
transfers[26] a graphene onto a Si substrate and would
like graphene to strongly adhere, the Si surface which
encourages SiC bonds across the interface, should be cho-
sen.
II. METHODS
We modelled monolayer graphene on a Si substrate of
a few layers of various surface orientations, (111), (100)
and (110). The bottom layers of Si atoms were fixed and
the top layers were relaxed. For example, for Si (111),
we fixed two and half double-layers from bottom, and
relaxed the top two double-layers. Graphene was then
placed on Si and it was strained to the Si lattice on each
surface to meet the in-plane periodic boundary condi-
tion. The top Si layers and the graphene layer were then
relaxed together. The in-plane periodic boundary con-
dition of the unit cell was kept during relaxation. The
surface is not able to undergo the usual large (7× 7) re-
constructions, but is free to reconstruct within the unit
cell that we have here. On each surface, we optimised
the geometry from two different initial states. Graphene
was placed 4.0 A˚ (the interlayer distance between two
graphene layers is 3.4 A˚[27]) away from the Si surface in
one case, and in the other the initial spacing was only
1.5 A˚ (the bond length of SiC in the very stiff 6H-SiC
is 1.9 A˚[28]). This is to investigate if covalent bonds
can be formed between Si and C atoms when graphene
is brought very close to a Si surface from the vdW dis-
tance. We present the results on the interface geometry,
work function and carrier density of graphene in the next
section.
Density functional theory (DFT) [29, 30] has been em-
ployed as implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio Simula-
tion Package (VASP) [31] to obtain the geometry and
calculate the properties of graphene in each case. We
used the generalised gradient approximation (GGA), pa-
rameterized by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof [32] for the
exchange-correlation and the projector augmented-wave
method pseudopotentials [33] for carbon. The calcu-
lated total energy does not include contributions from
the core electrons and relevantly potentials yielding the
same ground state charge density are identical up to a
possible constant shift. Therefore, it is not the absolute
values of energy, but their differences, that are meaning-
ful, and consequently in this paper we present the calcu-
lated energy by its difference to the Fermi level (E−EF ).
Specifically, we interpret the difference between the Fermi
and vacuum level as the work function. The effects of
van der Waals (vdW) interactions were included using
the Grimme method [34] as implemented in the VASP
code. The structural model were visualised using the
VESTA software.[35] We would like to point out that we
expect the results not to be a simulation of reality, but a
demonstration of the effect of the interface stacking or-
der. There are 18 C atoms and 36 Si atoms in a unit cell
for the model of graphene on Si (111), 20 C atoms and
52 Si atoms for graphene on Si (100), and 30 C atoms
and 75 Si atoms for graphene on Si (110).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Interface Geometry
Fig. 1 shows the optimised geometry of graphene on
Si (111), (100) and (110) surfaces from two different ini-
tial separations (side view here, plan view in the supple-
mentary information). From Fig. 1 (a), (c) and (e), a
graphene layer can be vdW bonded to all the three Si
surface, with no visible perturbation on the sp2-network
of graphene. But when the initial separation between
graphene layer and Si (111) surface was set to be 1.5 A˚,
the only carbon atom with a Si atom directly beneath in
the unit cell formed a bond with that Si atom, as it was
attracted out of the graphene plane (Fig. 1 (b)).
On Si (100) plane, 7 out of the 20 C atoms in the unit
cell formed bonds with Si atoms, resulting in a complete
disruption of the graphene plane (Fig. 1 (d)). We notice
that these Si atoms are not directly beneath the C atoms,
and the alignment of Si atoms at the surface is signifi-
cantly modified compared to the bulk, unlike Si (111).
The surface density of Si atoms is the least on (110) sur-
face with graphene on it, and the C atoms does not form
bond with Si on it. We think that a higher surface den-
sity of Si atoms on one hand increases the number of
available Si atoms to form SiC bonds with graphene, but
on the other hand, restricts the movement of surface Si
atoms and reduce their chances to bond with C.
To summarise, for the Si (111) surface, vdW bonding
of graphene is the lowest energy state, but there is a SiC
bonded state only 5 meV higher in energy. Graphene
on Si (100) similarly has a vdW bonded state and a SiC
bonded state at a slightly higher energy. However, for
Graphene on Si (110) there is only the vdW bonded state
and no SiC bonded state. This suggests that SiC may not
3FIG. 1. The optimised geometry of monolayer graphene on
various Si surfaces from different initial separations, viewed
along the a-axis (side view). (a) Si (111), 4.0 A˚; (b) Si (111),
1.5 A˚; (c) Si (100), 4.0 A˚; (d) Si (100), 1.5 A˚; (e) Si (110), 4.0
A˚; (f) Si (110), 1.5 A˚.
form when graphene is deposited on Si (110). And the Si
(111), (110) and (100) here represent Si surfaces of high,
medium and low densities, respectively.
B. Work Function
We calculated the Fermi level of the system of graphene
and Si, and plotted the difference of electrostatic poten-
tial energy to the Fermi level along the c-axis perpendic-
ular to the graphene plane in Fig. 2. Graphene is at the
deeper energy well and Si layers are at the smaller ones,
simply because there are more C atoms in a graphene
plane than Si atoms in a Si layer. For Si (110) and (100),
Si layers are evenly spaced (except the top modified by
TABLE I. The difference between the calculated Fermi
level and electrostatic potential energy at vacuum near the
graphene plane, which we interpret as the work function are
listed for unstrained pristine graphene, graphene strained to
Si surfaces but unsupported, and strained graphene with a
Si substrate of the corresponding surface beneath. On each
surface, there are two geometries optimised from two different
initial separations between graphene and Si.
Si surface Work function
(eV)
Pristine graphene 4.215
Strained to Si (111) 4.595
On Si (111) 4.0 A˚ 4.862
On Si (111) 1.5 A˚ 4.885
Strained to Si (100) 4.807
On Si (100) 4.0 A˚ 4.918
On Si (100) 1.5 A˚ 5.024
Strained to Si (111) 4.616
On Si (110) 4.0 A˚ 4.779
On Si (110) 1.5 A˚ 4.791
graphene), whereas for Si (111), the double-layers are
evenly spaced, but the wells of layers within one double-
layer are very close and they merge into one. The corre-
sponding layers to all these wells are also plotted in Fig.
2. As an example, in our simulation unit cell, there are
8 Si atoms in a Si (111) double-layer and 18 C atoms
in a graphene plane. The plateau on the right side of
graphene is vacuum, and it extends to the bottom Si layer
of the next unit cell. We labelled the Fermi level (as a ref-
erence point at 0) by dashed lines and obtained the work
function as the difference between the Fermi level and
the electrostatic potential at vacuum (near the graphene
plane), which is how much the plateaus are above the
dashed lines in Fig. 2. As mentioned, graphene was
strained to match the lattices of various Si surface planes
to keep the in-plane periodic boundary condition. We no-
tice that the in-plane strain modifies the work function of
graphene (strained vs. pristine graphene in Table I). We
list the work function values in all the modelled cases
in Table I. We compare the work function of graphene
strained to a specific Si surface plane, with and without
the presence of the actual Si substrate beneath. We don’t
focus on the properties of graphene with and without in-
plane strain.
There are a few caveats to mention before we discuss
about the results. First, the vacuum level may vary
across these modelled systems. It can be affected by
field at graphene-Si interface induced by charge trans-
fer, and surface dipoles at graphene surface or bottom Si
layer (there is a periodic boundary condition along the
c-axis). We do not investigate the vacuum level here,
but its difference to the Fermi level. Second, the Fermi
level of the whole system calculated is close to the Dirac
point of graphene in all the modelled cases. The DOS
of Si, on the other hand, varies greatly from atoms (36
in total), but we notice many of the Si atoms present a
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FIG. 2. The difference of electrostatic potential to the Fermi level is plotted along the c-axis perpendicular to the graphene
plane, for graphene on (a) Si (111) with initial separation of 4.0 A˚, (b) Si (111) with 1.5 A˚, (c) Si (100) with 4.0 A˚, (d) Si (100)
with 1.5 A˚, (e) Si (110) with 4.0 A˚, and (f) Si (110) with 1.5 A˚. The plateau corresponds to the vacuum between graphene and
the bottom Si layer in the next unit cell. The Fermi level is labelled by a dashed line.
DOS as shown in Fig. 3 (d), where we consider there
is a band gap between about −5 and −2 eV. The Dirac
point of graphene (at about −1 eV) is above the edge
of conduction band of Si. It is therefore reasonable to
consider if there was a charge transfer, it would be likely
from graphene to Si. Third, the in-plane strain increases
the work function significantly (as much as 0.59 eV when
strained to Si (100)), but here we focus on the further in-
crease by the presence of Si substrates. Last and but not
least, because of the large in-plane strain of graphene to
match the Si lattice, there are small band gaps induced
in graphene. Here we focus on how much the Fermi level
is shifted into the conduction/valence band.
With the presence of Si surfaces at vdW distance to
graphene planes, the increase of the work function of
graphene is 0.27, 0.11 and 0.16 eV on Si (111), (100)
and (110) surfaces respectively, of the surface density of
Si atoms from high to low. The overall increase of the
graphene work function can be related to a surface dipole,
induced by an asymmetric distribution of electronic or-
bitals on each side of a graphene layer when placed on a
Si surface. The variety in the amount of the increase on
different Si surface planes can be partly due to the differ-
ent electrostatic potentials at the interface of graphene
and Si (as shown in Fig. 2 (a), (c), (e)), to which the
work function is sensitive.[36]. The different local elec-
tric fields are a result of different interface geometries, as
shown in Fig. 1 (a), (c) and (e), that the Si (111) surface
layer is similar to the ‘layers’ in the bulk, the top two
single-layers at Si (100) surface merge into one and the
surface layer of Si (110) is only about half concentrated
of those in the bulk.
We now investigate the charge transfer, which is a com-
mon cause for the change of graphene work function.
As demonstrated, we calculated the Fermi level and the
DOS of the system of graphene on Si. We further pro-
jected the DOS to C and Si. As mentioned, we found the
Dirac point of graphene is higher than the edge of con-
duction band of Si in energy, which suggested a charge
transfer from graphene to Si. This would result in a
Fermi level of the system falling below the Dirac point
of graphene. An important result here is that whereas
the Fermi level remains very close to the Dirac point of
graphene on Si (100) and (110) surfaces, the Fermi level
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FIG. 3. The density of states (per atom) of graphene on Si
(111) surface with an initial separation of 4.0 A˚ are plotted,
for (a) all the atoms, (b) all the C atoms, (c) all the Si atoms,
and (d) part of the Si atoms that presents a band gap. The
energy is referenced to the Fermi level, which is labelled by a
dashed line.
of the graphene on Si (111) surface is even shifted by
about 0.7 eV into the conduction band (Table II and
Fig. 3 (b)). The Fermi level of the system appears to
be higher than both graphene and Si alone. This unex-
pected observation is due to the significant modification
of the DOS of graphene, which will be further quantified
and interpreted in the next section after presenting all the
results of DOS. The consequential increase in the work
function of graphene on Si (111) is 0.27 eV, the largest
among all the cases. Therefore, there is no clear evidence
of charge transfer for graphene on these three Si surfaces
in our calculation, but on Si (111), the unconventional
‘doping’ by modification of the DOS on graphene, has
a great impact on its work function, in addition to the
mentioned surface dipole.
Finally, we discuss about the effect of forming cova-
lent bonds with Si substrates on the work function of
graphene. The work function is increased by 0.02 and
0.11 eV, respectively, on Si (111) and (100) surfaces when
covalent bonds are formed. We notice that there is a dif-
ference of 0.01 eV in the work function of graphene on Si
(110) with the different initial separation but optimised
to the same states. We consider 0.01 eV as the uncer-
tainty in work function evaluations. Forming covalent
bonds appears not to modify the work function much
unless the graphene plane is completely disrupted, which
still has a lesser impact than the mere presence of a Si
substrate.
C. Carrier Density
We obtain the electron (hole) density of graphene by
integrating the product of the DOS of all the C atoms
and the Fermi-Dirac distribution at 300 K, from the bot-
tom (top) of the conduction (valence) band of graphene
to the top (bottom). We choose the DOS of C atoms,
because the transport of carriers between states of C is
very different from between those of Si, and we are in-
terested in carriers in the graphene plane, rather than
inside the Si bulk. The effect of temperature on the DOS
of graphene (and Si) is overall very little.[24] Here we
choose to combine the DOS at 0 K with the Fermi Dirac
distribution at 300 K, to give a demonstration for devices
in a normal environment on the effect of Si surface planes
on the carrier density of graphene. We present the DOS
of all the C atoms in each case in Fig. 4. The relative
position of the Dirac point of graphene to the Fermi level
of graphene on the three Si surfaces is presented in Fig.
4. The Fermi levels are at, or at least close to the Dirac
point.
We list the calculated carrier density in all the mod-
elled cases in Table II. Normally large change in carrier
density is achieved by shifting Fermi level, so the differ-
ence of Fermi level to the edge of valence or conduction
band, whichever is closer, is also listed.
First of all, the Fermi level of the pristine unsupported
graphene is at the Dirac point. The carrier density of
electrons and holes should be the same and we can take
the small difference as the level of uncertainty from the
calculations. The value can be converted to about 2*1012
cm−2, taking the thickness of graphene to be 3.4 A˚, as
the interlayer spacing in graphite.[27] This value is close
to those reported in literature.[24, 37] The in-plane strain
does not affect the carrier density much, which is reason-
able as it is mainly the pi-electronic orbitals contributing
to the states near the Dirac point. We now focus on the
effect of the presence of Si substrates. When graphene
is placed on Si (111) surface at vdW distance, the Fermi
level is shifted by 0.7 eV into the conduction band from
the Dirac point, resulting in an increase of electron den-
sity by more than two orders of magnitude. In the case
that a covalent bond is formed to Si (111) surface, the
Fermi level is shifted slightly less into the conduction
band of (by 0.6 eV), but to state-rich energy range, re-
sulting in an increase of carrier density by three orders of
magnitude. The comparisons are to the strained but un-
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(a) on Si (111) 1.5 Å
(d) strained to Si (100) (e) on Si (100) 4.0 Å (f) on Si (100) 1.5 Å
(g) strained to Si (110) (h) on Si (110) 4.0 Å (i) on Si (110) 1.5 Å
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FIG. 4. The density of states (per atom) of all the carbon atoms are plotted, in the cases of graphene (a) strained to Si (111)
but unsupported, (b) on Si (111) with an initial separation of 4A˚, (c) on Si (111) with 1.5 A˚, (d) strained to Si (100) but
unsupported, (e) on Si (100) with 4.0 A˚, (f) Si (100) with 1.5 A˚, (g) strained to Si (110) but unsupported, (h) Si (110) with
4.0 A˚, and (i) Si (110) with 1.5 A˚. Energy is referenced to the Fermi level, which is labelled by a dashed line.
supported graphene. That graphene is n-type doped on
Si (111) surface greatly increases the work function and
carrier density of graphene, regardless of the formation
of SiC bonds.
The shift of Fermi level into the conduction band is
unexpected, as graphene should be p-type doped after
transferring charge to Si (Si alone has a lower Fermi level
than graphene alone). When we have a system of 18 C
atoms and 36 Si atoms, the states are contributed from
all the valence electronic orbitals and the Fermi level is
the energy where the states are filled up by all the valence
electrons from the lowest energy to high. The total num-
ber of valence electrons does not change when graphene
and Si are place together. The only reason for the Fermi
level of the system is above the Dirac point of graphene is
that the number of available states of graphene and/or Si
below the Dirac point of graphene has decreased, due to
the interaction between graphene and Si surface. There-
fore, we consider this n-type doping unconventional, in
terms that it is not due to charge transfer, but modifica-
tion of the DOS.
On Si (100) and (110) surfaces, the in-plane symmetry
is broken in strained graphene, to match the lattices of
these surface planes. Band gaps appear as a result of the
strain, which is of no interest to this paper. The Fermi
levels in all the modelled cases on (100) and (110) surfaces
are at the top of the valence band of graphene (with one
exception that the Fermi level is at the centre of the band
gap when graphene is covalently bonded to Si (100)). So
graphene is undoped on Si (100) and (110) surfaces. In
most cases, the carrier densities remain similar to that
pristine graphene, except when graphene is placed on Si
(100) at vdW distance, where the DOS increases sharply
near Dirac point (Fig. 4 (f)), which results in an increase
of carrier density by two orders of magnitude.
The interaction between graphene and Si surface is
strong, in terms that the Si surface is largely disrupted
by graphene even at the vdW distance, when the sur-
face density is low. Larger the Si surface density, stiffer
the surface, so that it can in return largely modify the
pi-orbitals, and the DOS of graphene. The carrier den-
sity of graphene on Si (100) is therefore greatly increased,
and it can be further increased on Si (111) of the highest
surface density, where the Fermi level is shifted via the
7TABLE II. The calculated difference of the Fermi level,
to the edge of band, whichever is closer, and carrier den-
sity of graphene are listed for unstrained pristine graphene,
graphene strained to Si surfaces but unsupported, and
strained graphene with a Si substrate of the corresponding
surface beneath. On each surface, there are two geome-
tries optimised from two different initial separations between
graphene and Si. n for electron density and p for hole density.
Si surface EF − E (edge of band) Carrier density
(eV) (A˚−3)
Pristine graphene 0.042 n=2.736*10−5
p=2.481*10−5
Strained to Si (111) -0.011 n=3.315*10−5
p=3.129*10−5
On Si (111) 4.0 A˚ 0.678 n=7.001*10−3
On Si (111) 1.5 A˚ 0.593 n=3.700*10−2
Strained to Si (100) 0.025 p=4.092*10−5
On Si (100) 4.0 A˚ -0.034 p=2.312*10−3
On Si (100) 1.5 A˚ inside a band gap n=5.322*10−6
p=1.049*10−6
Strained to Si (111) -0.004 p=5.061*10−5
On Si (110) 4.0 A˚ -0.003 p=8.945*10−5
On Si (110) 1.5 A˚ 0 p=8.610*10−5
modification of DOS.
Finally, we would like to mention several details. The
edge of bands was read from the DOS in Fig. 4. The
interval between the calculated data points of the DOS
is about 0.04 eV. The Fermi Dirac distribution decays so
fast, that its value may already decrease from 0.5 at the
Fermi level to 0.2 at the closest data point, and most of
the carrier density is contributed from the closest three
data points near the Fermi level on one side. If the DOS
increases linearly from the edge of band for the first five
data points, we linear-fit these five points to obtain an
analytical form of the DOS and integrate over this small
range. Otherwise, we sum up areas of rectangles from
the edge of band to the other end. The uncertainty on
the carrier density from this is about 10%.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we modelled monolayer graphene on Si
substrates of three different surface planes, (111), (100)
and (110). C atoms in graphene form covalent bonds
with Si atoms on (111) and (100) surfaces, but not on
(110) surface. To form SiC bonds at the interface, the
surface density of Si atoms at surface should not be too
low, as (110), but on the other hand, certain flexibility
of Si atoms at the surface benefits the formation of SiC
bonds. Relevantly, due to a strong network of Si at the
(111) surface, the Fermi level of the system shifts into
the conduction band of graphene, resulting in a 0.29 eV
increase in the work function and an increase by three or-
ders of magnitude of the carrier density. The shift of the
Fermi level is attributed to decreased number of states
below the Dirac point of graphene due to the interaction
between graphene and a stable Si surface. Graphene re-
main undoped on (100) and (110) surfaces and a smaller
increase of the work function and carrier density is found,
due to lesser effects alone, surface dipole for the work
function and modification of DOS for the carrier density.
The formation of covalent bonds shows no significance in
the two key properties studied in this paper at 0 K.
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